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The sequel to Summer Unplugged. This is a novella at approx 17,000 words.After a summer

grounded from technology, Bayleigh is back home and rebuilding her relationship with her mother.

Her boyfriend Jace keeps his promise and stays in Texas, where he works at a local motocross

track.Knowing her relationship with Jace is something special and not like all the guys before him,

Bayleigh is determined to keep their love strong, despite his notorious fame in the motocross world

and the dozens of girls throwing themselves at him in his new job.The Entire SeriesBook 1 -

Summer UnpluggedBook 2 - Autumn UnlockedBook 3 - Winter UntoldBook 4 - Spring

UnleashedBook 5 - The Beginning of Forever (a novel)Book 6 - Autumn AdventureBook 7 - Winter

WonderfulBook 8 - The Girl with my Heart (a novel from Jace's point of view)Book 9 â€“ Autumn

AwakeningBook 10 â€“ Winter WhirlwindPlus the spin-off series:The Summer SeriesSummer

AloneSummer TogetherSummer ApartSummer ForeverJettâ€™s SeriesBelieve in MeBelieve in

UsBelieve in Forever
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So far this has been a fine read. I would recommend this for either right- before- bed, or on the

beach, a quiet afternoon, etc. There are quite a few dynamic features to the story line. A few twists

and tunes, and the characters are pretty well developed. There are a few parts that could be edited

slightly better, but I do know most authors on here prefer for their readers to help them out in this

aspect.It was not hard reading by any means, but it was also not an elementary level book. Be

prepared for some love scenes. But honestly, sometimes they do add to the storyline, right?I hope

to either purchase more in this series (if there is one) or get the author motivated to write more! Not

that this was left with just a cliffhanger or anything, I have just loved how the storyline was

developed, and would love to know where this could head into the future. Knowing how the

characters have developed, interacted, and have grown leaves me with a lot of hope for more. I

always love series/ books where there is a spin- off into a similar setting, but with acquaintances

that the characters had, or will have.Overall, this is a great value and I would highly recommend it. It

is a great value for the price, and it simply cannot be beat! I will be purchasing more from this author

in the future, and look forward to new releases.

Each of the books in the series is okay but not anything really special. They were entertaining

enough that I read and finished them all but not enough to inspire any strong feelings or make my

reread list. I can't really think of anything to praise or complain about.

Now that we know more about Jace, I feel so sorry for him. Having a girlfriend like Bayleigh who is

this insanely insecure and jealous? It is madness. Run Jace run.... This girl spends so much time

being jealous it is sick. Don't like it at all.

Well I choose this a 5 star rating because it was a very interesting book.I could not stop reading it .

My favorite part in this book is that when Bayliegh finally got what she was trying to say to her

boyfriend.I recommend that everyone reads this book.

this book is really short and starts at a weird places not where unplugged ended. that being said it is

still a cute book with a good story line. I would be mortified if I walked in on my mom like Bailey did

My 11 year old daughter got this book without my knowledge! Shame on ME! What an awful book

that has scenes that come right out of the Godfather with Sonny in the closet during the wedding

doing something very naughty! Not appropriate for those under the age of 18.



This book by Amy Sparling takes you on an adventure as you watch Jace and Bayleigh take it to the

next level in their relationship. Amy truly shows the trustworthy in Jace and the true colors within

Bayleigh. Once reaching the second cover you while be sucked into a teenage love life

This book was a very great book. I love how she gets so jealous but knows that he loves her. I

would recommend this book to the romantic novel loving people. I chose my rating because this

book was just overly amazing.
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